
What About 

Horns? 
by Greg Boynton 

Over the last 5 years, I have had the plea
sure of exploring a branch of borne speaker 
design that has been all but forgotten by the 
audio mainstream. The title of this article 
should give you a hint. Yep, that's right, 
HORNS! Oh my God you say, what is this 
person babbling about. Obsolete technology. 
Honky and distorted, right? 

Wrong. I once held the opinion that horns 
were a kind of bad joke. People who used 
horns for speakers were either deaf or had a 
major case of tin ear. I now find myself in 
the somewhat awkward position of being a 
born advocate. While bad horn systems are 
indeed unspeakably bad, a great one can be 
truly great. 

Hom speakers fall into that category of 
products that includes vacuum tube ampli
fiers, vinyl records, and analogue tape re
corders. These technologies were discarded 
primarily for reasons of convenience and 
profit margin. For the serious audiophile, 
the analogue record-tub!; electronics-horn 
speaker combination offers performance 
that leaves many CD -solid state amp - cone 
speaker systems in the dust. 

Hom systems take up a lot of space but do
ing it right will also require time. To really 
get horns set up correctly will require a fair 
amount of thought and experimentation. 
You absolutely must get amplifiers which 
are compatible with the speakers. Biampli
flcation (separate amps for high and low fre
quency drivers) is necessary to explore their 
full potential. It will require some effort on 
the part of the builder to acquire all neces
sary parts for the system. Finally, most horn 
system components (even the classy pro 
stuff) just don't cut it. You will have to 
choose your parts wisely. 

But when you get a horn system set up 
right, the sound quality is amazing. The 
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most obvious advantage is in the dynamic 
range and transient response of the horns. 
For me, the emotional impact of recorded 
music is in the dynamics. Most speakers just 
do not produce realistic dynamic contrasts. 
Homs do, and they do so with ease. They 
also excel in low distortion. The sound 
seems unusually clean even at high levels. 
Imaging quality ranges from adequate to 
outstanding, depending on the shape of the 
high frequency horn and the frequency ex
tension of the driver. When I listen to my 
horn system, I find myself getting lost in the 
music, rather than in critiques of sound 
quality and technical arguments. That's the 
whole point. 

SELECTING A HORN SYSTEM 

Now that I've talked up horns, let me say 
that I'm not suggesting that you run out and 
buy one of the "classic" hi-fl speakers from 
the 1950's. Most of them make horrible 
compromises in design and are not worth 
the trouble. Particularly bad sounding horn 
speakers for the money include: any Klipsch 
product, RCA, EV Patricians, Georgians, 
etc., JBL Hartsflelds (HA!), Altec 604s, any 
folded horn design, and any design in which 
time alignment of the drivers is impossible. 

If you want a horn system, the best bet is to 
start with industrial equipment made by Al
tec, JBL, or Western Electric. Altec gear is 
the easiest to find and to work with. Aside 
from being reasonably common, Altec com
ponents are available at reasonable prices - a 
great system should cost less than $1000, 
much less if you're lucky. Also they made 
about the only workable low frequency 
cabinet for hi-fl use. 

A two-way system is the easiest to build and 
set up. Also some of the best speaker com
ponents ever built were designed specifically 
for use in two-way systems. My favorites 
are the components designed by Jim Lansing 

(of JBL and Altec-Lansing fame) 
for Altec's famous "Voice of the 
Theater" systems. All of the VOT 
systems use similar cabinet designs 
but the size varies dramatically. 
Some of these babies weigh thou
sands of pounds. All VOT systems 
used the same drivers in various 
combinations. Typically they use 
IS" woofers and I" or 1.4" high fre
quency compression drivers. The 
crossover point is typically in the 
500 cycle range, giving each driver 
approximately 5 octaves to repro
duce. Tbe high frequency driver is 
fully horn loaded. The woofer is 

partially horn loaded with lower frequencies 
handled by a ported enclosure. The best 
known examples of this kind of speaker are 
the venerable Altec AS and A7 VOT sys
tems. 

THE HIGH FREQUENCY HORN 
Hom selection is probably the single most 
important challenge in constructing a high
fidelity horn system. Nearly all of the horns 
that were available from the major man
ufacturers sound dreadful. In putting to
gether my system I listened to 12 different 
pairs of Altec horns, as well as some Elec
trovoice and JBL pieces. All of the horns 
were rated for use with a 500 cycle cros
sover. I can only conclude that sound quali
ty just was not as important a design 
consideration as small size and dispersion 
control. Almost all of these horns exhibited 
large amounts of distortion at the crossover 
point and significant high frequency rolloff. 

Most horns designed for theaters and audi
toriums are meant to spread sound over a 
large area. Wide dispersion is not something 
which comes easily to horn speakers. Most 
designs rectify the directivity problem by 
sacrificing performance in other parameters. 
Such horns include multicellular, diffrac
tion, and sectoral designs. All of them (well, 
most of them ... ) perform as designed. But, 
when the goal is ultimate fidelity, avoid 
them. Their sins are too numerous to list. 

Instead, look for a horn with the following 
characteristics: First, you should be able to 
look straight into the mouth of the 
horn/driver combination and directly see 
the phase plug of the driver with no ob
structions whatsoever. From the drive·r, the 
horn walls should follow a smooth curve as 
the horn opens out. Straight walls should be 
avoided if possible. Avoid radical changes in 
the cross-sectional shape of the horn. From 










